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STRESS ANALYSIS IN AN INFINITE HYDROXYAPATITE / TITANIUM PLATE
WITH A PRESSURIZED CIRCULAR HOLE

The aim of the present study is to compute the macro- and microstress concentration in a reinforced bioma-
terial composite plate with a circular hole with respect to the volume ratio of the component materials in the
composite. The contour of the circular hole and its dependency on the structure of a plate were calculated
in order to study the behaviors of macro- and microstresses. In this paper, the stress around a circular hole
was calculated for an orthotropic unidirectionally fiber-reinforced plate with respect to the volume ratio of
the component materials in the composite. Stress distribution using a theoretical method and the finite
elements method was calculated. The boundary conditions applied on the contour of a circular hole are
uniform normal pressure. In this present study, we use a new numerical method of determining microstresses
for composite plates with a circular hole, on the boundary of which there is a uniform normal pressure. The
results demonstrate the macro- and microstresses calculated for two different structures and the behavior of
an orthotropic plate with a circular hole. The ANSYS package and the finite-element representative plate
model were used in this study.
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Introduction

Materials that are used for biomedical or clinical applications are known as biomaterials. The
following article deals with fifth generation of biomaterials that are used for bone structure re-
placement. The biomaterial term is used for materials that can be used in biomedical and clinical
applications. They are bioactive and biocompatible in nature. Currently, many types of metals
and alloys, ceramics and polymers are used for load bearing application. This includes dental re-
placement and bone joining or replacement for medical and clinical application. Therefore their
mechanical properties are very important [1]. The bioactive and biodegradable properties of hy-
droxyapatite make this material a preferred candidate for implants such as bone replacement in
replacing natural tissues damaged by diseases and accidents [1–8]. However, it has lower young’s
modulus and fracture toughness with brittle nature. Hence, it is required to produce a biomaterial
with good mechanical properties. The study of strength of materials is often research on elasto-
plastic and failure behavior in parts and structures. Many artificial body parts with a hole (or any
number of holes) are used for structural applications in medicine. For example, the cranial repair
plates with holes for bolted locations, the bolted connections are designed to hold two or more parts
together to form an assembly in the body. Because of different loading conditions on the boundary
of hole, especially high loads, one can create stress concentration (for instance [9, 10]).

Unidirectionally fiber-reinforced composite plates are widely used for structural applications
where high strength-to-weight ratio is required. In these plates making holes or cut outs are avoid-
able for various purposes. Holes in composites will create stress concentration and hence will reduce
the mechanical properties. The prediction of reduction in the mechanical properties caused by holes
is very important for composite designers.

The stress concentration behavior of pin-loaded holes and problems for calculation of minimum
distance between holes in composite plates are always one of the important issues in solid me-
chanics. The solution of the elastic plate theory by the complex functions provides the solution of
isotropic and anisotropic plates with holes. The use of complex variables was first introduced by
Muskhelishvili (1963) [11]. The functions used for the problems will satisfy the desired boundary
conditions.
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The purpose of this research is to compute the stress concentration around the hole in a com-
posite plate based on the theory of elasticity of anisotropic materials by the application of complex
functions (Lekhnitskii S. (1968) and Savin G. (1961) [12, 13]). Through this method and the bound-
ary conditions of normal pressure distributed, the stress concentration is calculated around the hole
in orthotropic plates.

The study will be using complex functions to determine the effective elastic coefficients of the
plates as presented by Vanin [14]. Subsequently, the stress around a circular hole in an orthotropic
unidirectionally fiber-reinforced plate is calculated with respect to the volume ratio of the component
materials in composite.

Numerical methods for calculating the composite material properties typically involve analysis
of a representative volume element and a great number of micromechanical models that have been
proposed for predicting various mechanical properties of composite materials [15–19]. For describing
the behavior of elastic unidirectional composites, a great number of mathematical models are known
[20–27]. In this work, the results of the numerical calculations were presented for total stress
concentration in the orthotropic plate for square and hexagonal structures with respect to the
volume ratio of the component materials in the composites.

In this report, the finite element method was used to approximate the different elastic properties
of the fiber-reinforced composites. A theoretical method and ANSYS (ANSYS, Ver. 11, [NTU
“KhPI” company EMT U, Kiev, 2010]) was used to calculate the results of the numerical stress
distribution.

§ 1. Determining the effective elasticity constants in composite plates

The composite plate consists of two phases in the matrix–reinforcement plane. In this platen, it
is assumed that the reinforcement fiber is placed along the axle x in the plate. The determination of
the effective elasticity coefficients of the orthotropic plate by knowledge of the mechanical properties
of the matrix and reinforcement by mixed functions was proposed by G. Vanin. In formulas (1)
E 1, E 2, G12, υ12 are the modulus of elasticity (Young’s modulus), shear modulus and Poisson’s
ratio of the plate, respectively. E, G, υ are modulus of elasticity, shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio
of the matrix and reinforcement, respectively. The subscripts m and α denote the matrix and the
reinforcement, respectively. It is assumed that the location of the main axis fibers is along the
x -axis. The following formulas determine the effective elastic constants of the plate based on the
mechanical properties of the constituent phases and the volume ratio of the component materials
in the composite [14].

E1 = ξEa + (1− ξ)Em +
8Gmξ (1− ξ) (υa − υm)

2− ξ + χmξ + (1− ξ) (χa − 1) ·Gm/Ga
;

G12 = Gm
1− ξ + (1− ξ) ·Gm/Ga
1− ξ + (1 + ξ) ·Gm/Ga

; υ21 = υm −
(χm + 1) (υm − υa) ξ

2− ξ + χmξ + (1− ξ) (χa − 1) ·Gm/Ga
;

1

E2
=
υ221
E1

+
1

8Gm

[
2 (1− ξ) (χm − 1) + (χa − 1) (χm − 1 + 2ξ) ·Gm/Ga

2− ξ + χmξ + (1− ξ) (χb − 1) ·Gm/Ga

]
+ J ; (1)

Equivalency of:

υ12 = υ21
E2

E1
; (2)

where χ = 3 – 4υ and

J = 2
χm(1− ξ) + (1 + ξχm) ·Gm/Ga

χm + ξ + (1− ξ) ·Gm/Ga
.

In the above equations, effective elasticity coefficients of the plate were dependent upon the volume
ratio of the component (fiber). This ratio is dependent upon the placement manner and the distance
between two reinforcement centers and is given by:

ξ =
π · a2

w2
1 · b · sinα

. (3)
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Here α is the radius of the reinforcement 0 < α < π/2 and b > 0.

The longitudinal and transverse distance between two reinforcements is equal to w1 and
w2 = w1be

iα, respectively. The present work is based on the volumetric occupancy coefficient
in square and hexagonal arrangements [14].

Table 1 shows the relationships between the different values of volume ratio of components and
the distance between the two reinforcement in the square (α = π/2) and hexagonal (α = π/3)
arrangements for b = 1.

Table 1. The relationship of the distance between the two reinforcement
and volume ratios of the components

array w1

2a 2.5a 4a 5a 8a

ξ square 0.78 0.488 0.196 0.1225 0.049
hexagonal 0.92 0.573 0.227 0.142 0.0574

Among them hydroxyapatite and titanium are most widely studied bioactive and biocompatible
material [1]. For numerical calculations, one type of composite plates were examined including;
hydroxyapatite fiber plate with titanium fibers.

Table 2 classifies the mechanical properties of the matrix and reinforcing fiber of plate considering
the reinforcement to the matrix shear modulus ratio of the composite plate.

Table 2. The mechanical properties of the matrix and reinforcement of the composite plate

Materials: E (MPa) G (MPa) υ

hydroxyapatite 100000 38460 0.31

titanium 102700 38180 0.345

The effective elastic coefficients for square orthotropic plate are calculated using formulas (1),
(2) and (3) for w1 = 2.5a, b = 1 and ξ = 0.488 by Maple. Table 3 shows the results.

Table 3. Mechanical characteristics of the orthotropic plate when w1 = 2.5a, b = 1 and ξ = 0.488

Material E 1

(MPa)
E 2

(MPa)
G12

(MPa)
υ12

hydroxyapatite/titanium
composite

102594 107877 38323 0.346

§ 2. Stress distribution in infinite orthotropic plate with one circular hole during
the uniform normal pressure on hole border

Consider a composite infinite plate with a circular hole. The polar system coordinate is in the
center and point o and θ angle is assumed to be on axle x. Uniform vertical pressure P is applied
on boundary the hole (Fig. 1).

The unidirectionally reinforcing fibers in an orthotropic plate are aligned unidirectional. It is
assumed that the main axis of elasticity is the x -axis. The stress concentration in anisotropic
plates with holes was first calculated by Lekhnitskii (1968) using complex functions. Lekhnitskii
presented the solution method and related formulas. For easy of use and simplification of formulas,
the following relationships are used [3]:

m =
E1

G12
− 2υ12; k =

√
E1

E2
; n =

√
2k +m;

1

Eθ
=

sin4 θ

E1
+

(
1

G12
− 2υ12

E1

)
sin2 θ cos2 θ +

sin4 θ

E2
.

(4)

Eθ is Young module for tangent (shear) direction.
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Figure 1. The unidirectional reinforcement plate with a pressurized circular hole

The parameters E 1 and E 2 are Young’s modules of elasticity for the principal axis; υ12 and
G12 are the Poisson’s ratio and the shear modulus on xoy plate respectively, as obtained from the
formula (5); E 1 is the Young’s modulus for the main direction on the x -axis.

In this document, the problem is studied in linear elasticity mode and the problem is solved for
the plate by applying a uniform pressure P on the contour of a circular hole.

Uniform normal pressure P on a unit area of the plate is considered. The pressure is normally
distributed on the contour of the circular hole. Lekhnitskii provided an expression for circumferential
stress around of the circular hole as follows [3]:

σθ = Pfθ. (5)

where f(θ) = Eθ
E1

{
n− k + n (k − 1) cos2 θ +

[
(k + 1)2 − n2

]
sin2 θ cos2 θ

}
is non-dimensional func-

tion of the angle θ measured from the x -axis.

The ratio of the circumferential stress to the force P around the circular hole is

K =
σθ
P
, (6)

where σθ is circumferential stress and the coordinate θ is evaluated based on axle x.

In the case of a uniform normal pressure P on the edge of the composite plate, the stress
concentration at point A is (Fig. 2):

K(Micro) =
σθ(Max)

P
. (7)

The change of σθ/P on hole edge with respect to angle θ around circular hole was calculated
using Maple, given the characteristics listed in Table 1 for composite plate with square arrangement
for ξ = 0.488. Figure 2 demonstrates the change of square arrangement in the range of θ = 0−90.
The maximum value of σθ/P will be at point A around of circular hole where θ = 0 or 180.

The stress concentration value around the edge of circular hole in the orthotropic plate with
a circular hole was calculated by theory and software methods. The mechanical characteristics of
the matrix and reinforcement are shown in Table 2. Square and hexagonal arrays of the plate were
also evaluated in this study. The distance between the plate reinforcement center and the volume
ratio of the component in square and hexagonal arrays are demonstrated in Table 1. The results
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Figure 2. The change of σθ/P around the hole in the range of θ = 0−90

of this study were based on the stress concentration in the orthotropic composite plate due to the
application of uniform normal pressure on the hole border. For numerical calculations, the normal
pressure was applied on the hole border and the stress concentration value was calculated for various
values of volume ratio of the component in the square and hexagonal arrays.

Figure 3 shows the stress concentration around the circular hole versus of radius a for b = 1 in
the case of uniform normal pressure on the contour of the hole by the finite elements method. In the
present paper, two charts 1, 2 are given for the square and the hexagonal arrangement orthotropic
plate.

§ 3. Microstress concentration while applying uniform normal pressure on the
boundary of a circular hole in an orthotropic plate: Finite Element Modeling

The stress concentration exerted on the reinforcements, microstress concentration will be exam-
ined and the results will be discussed. The internal structure of the composite plate were considered
and the cells were examined additionally, the microstress concentration was dependent on the stress
concentration appeared around the circular hole (macrostress concentration). The microstress con-
centrations in the orthotropic plates were calculated under the boundary conditions [5], [8–12]. In
this section, the finite element modeling and analysis of a composite plate with a circular hole for
unidirectional fibers using ANSYS is discussed.

The plate was meshed with PLANE 2 element with four nodes and two degrees of freedom per
node in two directions by 5641 elements [4, 5]. Because of the symmetry for this solution, only
quarter of models or cell models are considered and illustrated in Fig. 4 [10].

A regular two-dimensional arrangement of fiber in a matrix was adequate to describe the overall
behavior of the composite, and was modeled as a regular uniform arrangement, as illustrated in
Fig. 5. This model assumed that the fiber was a perfect cylinder of radius 0.79, in a square (1, 1)
for the square array and for a hexagonal (1,

√
3) of the matrix. It is assumed that the geometry,

material and loading of the unit cell are symmetrical with respect to y–z coordinate system as shown
in Fig. 5. Therefore, 48.8 % volume fraction fibers were inserted into the square matrix uniformly.

The microstress concentrations were calculated while distributing normal pressure P on the
boundary of the circular hole. The results indicated that the stress concentration caused by stress,
σθ(Max) near hole would be at point A, the axis is assumed on the point A (Fig. 1).
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Figure 3. Stress concentration around the hole as a function of radius a

Figure 4. The quarter of model for an embedded cell meshed with PLANE 2 finite element
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Figure 5. Representative cell model for (a) square and (b) hexagonal fiber arrangement

In this case, assuming an element is at point A and uniform normal pressure P and a stress,
σθ(Max) was applied on it, while the change in the arrangement of the element is studied in both
square and hexagonal arrangements (Fig. 5). The element is located on the edge of the plate at
point A. Following the exerted pressure, σx = P and stress, σy = σθ(Max), given the arrangement

of the plate, the line y = 1 or y =
√

3 will decrease along the y-axis by υ0, while z = 1 will increase
along the z -axis by w0.

While applying a uniform normal pressure on the contour of the circular hole, the conditions
on the lines of representative cell should be established due to the symmetry and the boundary
conditions:

on the lines y = 0: v0 = 0 and z = 0: w0 = 0; in the plane yoz: −P .

Subsequently, the boundary conditions are conditions of the periodicity of mechanical fields in
view of the deformation:

On the lines y = 1, y =
√

3 for the square arrangement and hexagonal arrangements:

〈σy〉 =

∫ 1

0
σydz = σθ(Max). (8)

On the line z = 1 for the square arrangements:

〈σz〉 =

∫ 1

0
σzdy = 0. (9)

For hexagonal arrangements:

〈σz〉 =

∫ √3
0

σzdy = 0. (10)

The micro-stress concentration K (micro) caused by σθ(Max) is obtained using:

K(Micro) =
σMises
(Max)

σθ(Max)
. (11)

The displacements on the lines of cell satisfy the boundary conditions (8), (9) and (10) on the cell
for composite plate with square arrangement for ξ = 0.488 while applying uniform normal pressure,
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Figure 6. The normal stress σy on the representative cell where P = 100

Figure 7. The normal stress σz on the representative cell where P = 100

P = 100, on the boundary of the hole:{
y = 1: v = −0.63 · 10−9;
z = 1: w = 0.724 · 10−9.

(12)

Figure 6 and Figure 7 shows the resultant normal stress σy, and the normal stress σx on a cell
using finite element method with the help of ANSYS.

Figure 8 shows the Mises stress on a cell consisting of the matrix–reinforcement for composite
plate with a square arrangement.

Figure 9 shows the microstress concentration around of the circular hole versus a for b = 1
when applying uniform normal pressure on the edge of the hole by the finite elements method. Two
charts for the orthotropic plates are given for both square and hexagonal arrangements.

The microstress concentration near the circular hole increased from 1 when the distance between
the centers of the reinforcements was increased. On the other hand, the microstress concentration
in the square arrangement is higher than the hexagonal arrangement.
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Figure 8. The Von Mises stress on the representative cell where P = 100

Figure 9. Microstress concentration around the circular hole as a function of radius a
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Figure 10. Total stress concentration around the circular hole as a function of radius a

§ 4. Total stress concentration on the boundary of a circular hole in an orthotropic
plate

Macro- and microstress concentrations around of the circular hole in an orthotropic plate were
investigated. The total stress concentration is the product of macro- and microstress concentrations.
Thus, the total concentration is obtained using Eq. (6) and (11):

K̂ = K1 ·K(Micro) =
σMises

(Max)

P
. (13)

Figure 10 shows the total stress concentration while applying uniform normal pressure on the
edge of the hole versus a for b = 1 in the case of by the finite elements method.

The total stress concentration, like the microstress, reduced when the radius of the reinforcement
(or the volume ratio of the components) was increased. The total stress concentration is identical
for both arrangements when the volume ration of the components is maximum.

The results of this research done on plate for the hydroxyapatite / titanium (biomaterial), con-
firmed the dependence of the results to the ratio, ξ, a character of the properties in these con-
stituents.

In this research the proposed method is independent of the complex relationships and mathe-
matical analysis, but dependent on the geometry of the structure.

§ 5. Conclusion

In this paper a new approach to the study of stress concentration in composite plates with circu-
lar holes is developed. The feature of the proposed approach is to analyze the stress concentration
at two levels. The analysis of the concentration of macro level composite is, however, considered
as a homogeneous orthotropic material. Analysis of microstress concentration is made at the level
of the minimal repetitive structure of the composite. For square and hexagonal fiber reinforcement
representative, cell is allocated and boundary conditions are formulated for simulating the stress
state of the cell as part of a homogeneous material.
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Stress intensity in the most dangerous point is determined by the product of stress concentration
factor of micro and macro levels.

Finally, the developed approach makes provision for the determination of the allowable load
based on the actual distribution of stresses in thin-walled structural elements which are made of
composite materials.
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Ñ. Äàðèÿ çàäå, Ã.È. Ëüâîâ
Àíàëèç íàïðÿæåíèé â áåñêîíå÷íîé ïëàñòèíå èç ãèäðîêñèàïàòèòà / òèòàíà ñ íàãðóæåííûì
êðóãëûì îòâåðñòèåì

Êëþ÷åâûå ñëîâà: êîìïîçèò, îäíîíàïðàâëåííûå âîëîêíà, ÷èñëåííûé ìåòîä, ãðàíè÷íûå óñëîâèÿ, êîíöåí-
òðàöèÿ íàïðÿæåíèé.

ÓÄÊ 539.32

Öåëü ñóùåñòâóþùåãî èññëåäîâàíèÿ � âû÷èñëåíèå êîíöåíòðàöèè ìàêðî- è ìèêðîíàïðÿæåíèé â àðìè-
ðîâàííûé ïëàñòèíå èç áèîìàòåðèàëà ñ êðóãëûì îòâåðñòèåì â çàâèñèìîñòè îò êîýôôèöèåíòà îáúåìíîãî
ñîäåðæàíèÿ ìàòåðèàëîâ. Áûëè âû÷èñëåíû âåëè÷èíû ìàêðî- è ìèêðîíàïðÿæåíèé íà êîíòóðå îòâåðñòèÿ
â çàâèñèìîñòè îò ñòðóêòóðû ïëàñòèíêè. Â ýòîé ñòàòüå íàïðÿæåíèå âîêðóã îòâåðñòèÿ áûëî âû÷èñëåíî
äëÿ îðòîòðîïíîé îäíîíàïðàâëåííî óêðåïëåííîé âîëîêíîì ïëàñòèíêè â çàâèñèìîñòè îò êîýôôèöèåí-
òà îáúåìíîãî ñîäåðæàíèÿ ìàòåðèàëîâ â ñîåäèíåíèè. Áûëî âû÷èñëåíî ðàñïðåäåëåíèå íàïðÿæåíèé ñ
èñïîëüçîâàíèåì òåîðåòè÷åñêîãî ìåòîäà è ìåòîäà êîíå÷íûõ ýëåìåíòîâ. Ãðàíè÷íûå óñëîâèÿ, óñòàíîâ-
ëåííûå íà êîíòóðå îòâåðñòèÿ, � îäíîðîäíîå íîðìàëüíîå äàâëåíèå. Â ýòîì èññëåäîâàíèè áûë ïðèìåíåí
íîâûé ÷èñëîâîé ìåòîä äëÿ íàõîæäåíèÿ ìèêðîíàïðÿæåíèé äëÿ ñëîæíûõ ïëàñòèí ñ êðóãëûì îòâåðñòè-
åì, íà êîíòóðå êîòîðîãî äåéñòâóåò îäíîðîäíîå íîðìàëüíîå äàâëåíèå. Ðåçóëüòàòû ïîêàçûâàþò ìàêðî-
è ìèêðîíàïðÿæåíèÿ, âû÷èñëåííûå äëÿ äâóõ ðàçëè÷íûõ ñòðóêòóð, è ïîâåäåíèå îðòîòðîïíîé ïëàñòèí-
êè ñ êðóãëûì îòâåðñòèåì. Â ýòîì èññëåäîâàíèè èñïîëüçîâàëñÿ ïàêåò ANSYS è êîíå÷íî-ýëåìåíòíàÿ
ïðåäñòàâèòåëüíàÿ ìîäåëü ïëàñòèíêè.
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